
THE ROOTS AND THE FRUITS (printer friendly version) 

In 1934, Psychiatrist J.R. Rees trained teachers and military intelligence 

officials for both the United States and England at the Tavistock Clinic in London, 

England.  J.R. Rees stated: 

“If we are to infiltrate the professional and social activities of other people, 

I think we must imitate the totalitarians and organize some kind of fifth column 

activity...We have made a useful attack upon a number of professions. The two 

easiest of them naturally are the teaching profession and the church, the two most 

difficult are law and medicine...Let us not speak in terms of 'mental hygiene' but in 

terms of 'mental health.' ...Let us all therefore very secretly be fifth columnists.  

Psychiatry must now decide what is to be the immediate future of the human race. 

No one else can. This is the primary responsibility of psychiatry.” (1) 

Brock Chisholm, another psychiatrist and friend of J.R. Rees, was a 

founding member of World Federation for Mental Health. He had called for the 

reinterpretation and eventually the eradication of the concept of right and wrong. 

He wrote that this belief deprived the human race of its natural capacity to enjoy 

the satisfaction of its natural urges.  (2) 

According to David Gilcrease, founder of Resource Realizations, people 

are to follow the new rules of the game which are listed as: power (accepting the 

will of those claiming authority), willingness to learn (ability to be brainwashed), 

choosing to change (never asking questions or demanding respect), respecting 

reality (accepting their version of reality), and seeing the world in terms of 

working/not working.  The old rules of the game of life, according to Gilcrease are: 

control (of self), withhold (belief in privacy rights), victim (demanding redresses 

for being wronged), protection (expectation of safety from physical and mental 

distress), choosing to stay the same (refusing the brainwashing), denial of reality 

(denying the reality they wish to instate), and seeing the world in terms of right and 

wrong.  The old rules being those that do not work or in plain English, are wrong 

for humanity. (3) 

The Tavistock Clinic is now called The Tavistock and Portman NHS Trust.  

NHS is the National Health Service of England.  It is the UK version of our 

National Institute of Health (NIH).  The NHS and NIH do work internconnectedly. 

Resource Realizations is training corporate leaders how to implement this 

system in the workplace.  In the past fifteen years, corporations like Boeing and 

many more have hired on-site psychiatrists to “treat” the mental distresses of their 

employees.  The employees are prescribed mind-altering drugs, i.e. anti-

depressants.  The most commonly prescribed anti-depressants cause the following 

most common side-effects: amnesia, decreased mental capacity, worsened 

depression, fatigue, and apathy (apathy is one of the most common side effects in 

medications ranging from antacids like Prevacid to anti-depressants like Zoloft).   



The two largest growth industries in the United States today are criminal 

justice and medicine.  The United States government is creating more prisons.  The 

United States government is not creating more schools, but, in fact, is closing 

down the public schools and libraries all over the nation.  The United  States 

government is working on legislation to allow “private school” vouchers so parents 

can more easily follow their family psychiatrist’s advice and send their children to 

the programs that follow the Gilcrease model of mind control.   
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